DNA repair gene polymorphisms at XRCC1 (Arg194Trp, Arg280His, and Arg399Gln) in a healthy Tunisian population: interethnic variation and functional prediction.
The genetic polymorphisms in DNA repair genes might affect the repair activities of the enzymes, predisposing individuals to cancer risk. Due to these genetic variants, interethnic differences in DNA repair capacity were observed in various populations. Hence, our study aimed to determine the prevalence of three nonsynonymous single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in an X-ray repair cross-complementation group 1 gene (XRCC1) (Arg194Trp, Arg280His, and Arg399Gln) in a healthy Tunisian population (TUN) and to compare that with HapMap ( www.hapmap.org ) populations. Also, we predicted their eventual functional effect based on the protein conservation analysis by Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT; http://sift.jcvi.org/www/SIFT_dbSNP.html ) software. The genotypes of 154 healthy individuals were determined by the polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism. Tunisians showed a relative relatedness with Caucasians (European ancestry) for Arg194Trp and Arg399Gln that may be explained by the strategic geographic location of Tunisia in the Mediterranean, allowing exchanges with European countries. However, a characteristic pattern was observed in Arg280His polymorphism, which could be explained by the high inbreeding rate in TUN. The analysis of protein conservation showed that the three amino acid substitutions were predicted as damaged. The results presented here provide the first report on XRCC1 polymorphisms about Tunisians and may establish baseline database for our future clinical and genetic studies.